This flyer is a reminder to complete your 2022 NFIRS reports.

Monthly eNFIRS files are due by the 15th of the following month.

Import your 2022 files into the eNFIRS system.

Fire Department Instructions for Importing eNFIRS Data

Do you need help with your incident reporting?

Call CalStats directly at (916) 247-1492

Check Your Monthly Incident Count

Go to: California Incident Data and Statistics Program

Scroll to the lower right of the page and find the OSFM Monthly Incident Count in the section titled, NFIRS Reporting Verification. The OSFM Monthly Incident Count report is updated every Friday.

Third-Party Vendor Software Users

There are newly enforced NFIRS relational edits.

Many users have noticed new invalid imports (critical errors) or import failures in their import summary file (.log). If you are experiencing these issues, contact your vendor support to make sure your software meets the 2015 NFIRS Design Specifications.

Check the U.S. Fire Administration’s website to see if an error or import failure you are experiencing is because of the newly enforced relational edits:

Notice of NFIRS Specification Enforcement

For more information on NFIRS reporting, visit the CalStats website: California Incident Data and Statistics Program